
  
 

EUROPE 2011 JASPE CANARY CHAMPIONSHIP 
 

1     This contest is organized at the same time as the international COM contest of Bordeaux 

held from October 14 to October 16 2011 at the Salle de l'Espace d'Ornon, route de Leognan 

33140 Villenave d'Ornon (France). Unless previously indicated by a breeder, during registration, 

breeders mailing address, phone number, e-mail address will be listed in the catalogue. A breeder or 

exhibitor promise to respect the A.O.G. rules and regulations and authorize the A.O.G. and the Club 

Européen du Jaspe to make use of pictures of him/her or his/her birds taken during pictures or movies 

made during this 2011 contest.  
2   The registration must be sent before October 3th 2011.Use the special registration form that you 

may download from the A.O.G. Internet site http://www.aogirondine.fr and pay the registration fee 

(4,50 euro for any bird) at the time you mail the registration. The registrations are to be sent by mail to 
OFENLOCH Henri, 9 rue Louis Hamet, 78730 Saint Arnoult en Yvelines – France – tel - (0)1 30 41 

26 05 ou par internet : hnofen@club-internet.fr or registration on the website : www.ICUF.fr, click 

on « Evènement Bordeaux 2011 » 
3    All checks are to be made out to: Amicale Ornithologique Girondine (Note: Foreign breeders may 

pay by money transfer to the bank account  Association Amicale Ornithologique Girondine - - Banque 

Populaire du Sud-Ouest -Agence de SAINT JEAN D'ILLAC -IBAN: FR76 1090 7000 8682 0217 

4622 244 - BIC / SWIFT: CCBPFRPPBDX  

4      Birds put in cages: Friday October 14 from 8H to 19H.  Judging : Saturday October 15. 

5      The judges of the contest will be Francisco Grimalt and Emilio Tarraga (Spain).  
6      The veterinary and contest rules are the same as those of the International Contest of Bordeaux. 

7      All breeders, whether or not members of the Europe Jaspe Canary Club may participate in the 

European Championship and obtain the title of Europe Jaspe Champion. However the general 
classification with the total score of 7 birds and the general ranking with the scores of titles is strictly 

reserved to members of the European Jaspe canary in good standing as to dues for 2011. 

8       The judges will give a global mark to the birds, there will be no score card, the catalogue will 
indicate the scores and rank. The top 5 birds (or stam) will be listed provided they have obtained the 

minimum points required : 90 as individual, 360 as a stam. The judges decisions are final. 

9       Classification used : 

 
       
Judging of all these series than assignment of special titles. 



10 The title of Europe Jaspe Champion ( bird chosen among the who has obtained 

90 points or more) 
Best black jaspe white SD 
Best black jaspe intensive SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best black jaspe schimmel SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best black jaspe mosaic male SD ( red or yellow ) 
Best black jaspe mosaic female SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best brown jaspe white SD 

Best brown jaspe intensive SD ( red or yellow ) 
Best brown jaspe schimmel SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best brown jaspe mosaic male SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best Brown jaspe mosaic female SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best agate jaspe white SD 

Best agate jaspe intensive SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best agate jaspe schimmel SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best agate jaspe mosaic male SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best agate jaspe mosaic female SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best isabelle jaspe white SD 
Best isabelle jaspe intensive SD ( red or yellow ) 

Best isabelle jaspe schimmel SD (red or yellow ) 

Best isabelle jaspe mosaic male SD ( red or yellow ) 
Best isabelle jaspe mosaic female SD ( red or yellow ) 
  

Best black jaspe white DD 

Best black jaspe intensive DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best black jaspe schimmel DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best black jaspe mosaic male DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best black jaspe mosaic female DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best brown jaspe white DD 

Best brown jaspe intensive DD ( red or yellow ) 
Best brown jaspe schimmel DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best brown jaspe  mosaic male DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best brown jaspe mosaic female DD (red or yellow ) 
Best agate jaspe white DD 

Best agate jaspe intensive DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best agate jaspe schimmel DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best agate jaspe mosaic male DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best agate jaspe mosaic female DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best isabelle jaspe white DD 

Best isabelle jaspe intensive DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best isabelle jaspe schimmel DD ( red or yellow ) 

Best isabelle jaspe mosaic male DD ( red or yellow ) 
Best isabelle jaspe mosaic female DD ( red or yellow ) 
 

11     Special prizes  

Best European Jaspe simple dilution  
(To be chosen amongst all the European Champions SD) 

            Best European Jaspe double dilution  
(To be chosen amongst all the European Champions DD) 

            BEST IN SHOW : Best European Jaspe of the year 2011  
(To be chosen amongst the best European Jaspe SD and the best European Jaspe DD) . 

            Abellan challenge : Best stam jaspe (SD ou DD) 

 

12     Prizes awarded by the Organizing Club. They are reserved for the members of the 

European Jaspe Canary Club = Club Européen du canari Jaspe in good standing as to dues for 

2011. 

A. Jaspe Breeders award are calculated on the total score of 7 jaspe (total of 7 best score point 

of jaspe of each breeder). 

B. General classification with the total results of the jaspe canaries of each breeder. Each 

Champion brings 5 points, each second place brings 4 points, each 3rd place brings 3 points, 

each  forth place brings 2 points and fifth place brings 1 point . 


